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The Brook Mine near Sheridan is an important part of Sheridan's future. The energy research that
RAMACO Carbon is creating is a valuable asset to our Community, County, the State of
Wyoming, the United States and likely the world.

The future of carbon energy and carbon related products is largely untapped. Society needs to
work toward a new carbon future, not a shutdown of all current carbon uses. Stopping all carbon
use is too short sighted and very closed minded to carbon possibilities.

I believe that if we ignore the potential of carbon and it's endless possible uses, it would be a
disastrous oversight to the world's future discoveries. I believe there are endless carbon
possibilities that are awaiting discovery to change the world.

Unlocking the unknown number of uses for coal and other carbon fuels is vital to America's
economic future and the World's carbon future. The future of coal and the coal industry is very
important to Sheridan, Wyoming, the United States and all our economy's together. People across
the world have forgotten how many hundreds of billions of public tax projects mineral royalty
taxes have paid for across America and the world.

The current COVID crisis will be another example in proving how important coal sales are to the
economy and why carbon research is so important and vital to America's, Wyoming's and
Sheridan's economic future and current COVID economy recovery. It is guaranteed that mineral
royalties will help all our economies recover over the next decade along with the life of the mine
and the discoveries of the research facility.

I believe that RAMACO Carbon and their Brook Mine will be a critical part of our world's future
economy through research. America's economic recovery through research and coal sales. And it
will become Sheridan's and Wyoming's contribution to the world reduction of the greater human
carbon footprint. RAMACO's research and their future discoveries from their Brook Mine through
their I-CAM research facility is an incredible opportunity for us all.

Thank you,
Mayor Roger Miller
City of Sheridan


